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Maybe it’s my advancing age or the fact that this winter, ‘Up 
North’ has been relatively benign, unlike the previous two!  For 
once we seem to have been on the right side of the country 
weather wise, yes we have had a few gales a bit of rain but noth-
ing like those poor folks on the South and West Coast and lately 
those in the Thames valley area.  It makes a pleasant change to 
be on the receiving end of relatively ‘good’ weather. Come late 
June or July, we on this East side overlooking the North Sea with 
its low sea temperature often end up with a sea fret, poor vis-
ibility and no sun whilst 5 miles inland and all the way across to 
the West Coast it’s wall to wall sunshine! This photo of a typical 
East Coast sea fret says it all!

Writing of sunshine, our eldest daughter Kate is expecting her 
first child towards the end of March, Jenny can’t wait; at last she 
will be able to talk babies with our close friends who are proud 
grandparents many times over! As for me I am delighted for Kate 
and Dan, her antipodean husband, even tho’ he is still walking 
round with a smug smile on his face following the rout of the 
English cricketers down under this winter.  I am sure a few sleep-
less nights will wipe the smile off his face and let’s not mention 
the English women’s cricket team!
Co-director Andy’s winter series campaign in the Sportsboat as 
always got off to a slow start last autumn but as often happens 
after Christmas the guys on ‘Join the Club’ found first gear win-
ning the race on Sunday the 12th of January by a short length 
from the current Flying 15 world champ, then followed it up with 
fairly good results, some wags reckon they came out of hiberna-
tion, methinks it was the demon tweak that our sail loft carried 
out on their light weather jib! Two more bullets got the juices 
flowing and the rest as they say is history! Congratulations to the 
guys on “Join the Club” on winning once again a tightly contested 
winter series.

Just imagine you have got friends onboard your boat and one 
of your guests decides to put something down the Jabsco toilet 
that hasn’t been eaten’. You end up with a blockage, then it gets 
worse still  as you remember the waste outlet seacock was very 
stiff last season and you never got round to servicing it last lift 
out. Your choice as its the start of your summer cruise, carry on 
and adopt the ‘bucket and chuck it’ method of waste disposal 
, or go for an emergency lift out at the nearest marina with the 
cost implication and the loss of a at least a day of your precious 
holiday.  Or consider a windless day you are punching a foul tide 
and the engine alarm sounds, you chuck the hook out and on 
investigation the water strainer is bone dry which would most 
probably indicate a raw water intake blockage. Your course of 
action, wait till the tide turns and the breeze fills in, call out the 
lifeboat or in both scenarios use your newly acquired Seabung to 
get you out of the s..t!
First spotted by Andy in, of all places, Amsterdam. Apparently he 
was visiting the M.E.T.S (the huge European Marine Trade Show) 
but methinks it might have been the notorious flesh spots that 
tempted him across the North Sea? Seabung as its name implies 
is a device that you can use to completely remove a seacock 
whilst the boat is still in the water, the pack which is very rea-
sonably priced at £49-95  contains two sizes of bung, the larger 
one can be used for 1’’- 2’’ seacocks the smaller ¾’’- 1 ½  . “I 
think that this excellent bit of kit will soon be in every boat’s 
emergency ‘first aid kit’ ”.
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DEAR AUNTY FOULING...

ROKK ON TOMMY

WET & FORGET

ODEO MK3 LED FLARE

It’s great to hear about, try and then be able to recommend with 
confidence a new cleaning product introduced to the chandlery 
and website that works without having to put in any elbow greese! 
We found out about Wet & Forget in a roundabout way, Trevor the 
owner of the brilliant Tip Top sail laundry, he who does such a 
good job of washing all our customers sails, emailed to advise 
us that, after washing the mainsail of Mirabella V (1200sq mtrs) , 
they were asked to coat this monster sail with Wet & Forget, ap-
parently it’s a great product for keeping sails, especially furling 
genoas, free from mould. As well as working well on fabrics it’s 
great for keeping teak decks free from the dreaded green look. 
I tried it out the other week on some decidedly green brickwork 
where the sun doesn’t reach and guess what, within a week most 
of the algae was gone without, I am delighted to say, any hard 
work, perfect for my advancing years!

Local boating enthusiast Tommy has a rather nice RIB. On the 
central console, apart from the wheel and throttle/gear shift is a 
VHF radio and a couple of dials, trim and fuel, so space is tight! 
His question to us the other day was “Any suggestions where I 
could mount a combined plotter/fish finder?” Business partner 
Andy’s quick as a flash reply “Have you considered a Scanstrut 
ROKK rail mount? It’s a multiple position mount for this type of 
unit” he explained to Tommy. The ROKK mount will fit 25.4m-
33.7mm (1”-1 1/4”) rail diameters and can be fitted to curved 
rails which is perfect for the grab bar on the centre console. He 
also pointed out that the Scanstrut ROKK mounts are of course 
very versatile. They will mount anywhere on board with 4 mount 
options - deck, fixed rail or adjustable rail and Starport. They 
are manufactured from extreme marine durable materials, super 
tough and of course easy to fit. Incidentally those clever guys 
at Scanstrut who designed ROKK, apart from having a range of 
plates to suit various different fishfinder and plotters, also offer a 
top plate that will take a Lifedge Waterproof iPad case. 

Dear Aunty Fouling,
My small classic yacht is still reliant on its trusty  Stuart Turner 
petrol inboard engine, it starts first time (unlike my hubby) runs 
beautifully and compliments the boat. However I am very wary 
of the danger of fire on board. I have, at present, a couple of 1 
kg fire extinguishers; one powder for electrical fires the other 
foam for use in the engine bay should the need ever arise. What 
worries me though is, if in the event of fire I grab the wrong one, 
apart from that their very presence in a tiny cabin is off putting, 
any suggestions?

Dear Barbara Burns,
It just so happens that the other day I read that the PFE series 
of Portable Aerosol Fire Extinguishers are extremely light-
weight, compact (70-80% smaller than standard equivalents) 
non pressurised, environmentally safe and leave no harmful 
residue. Plus, they are extremely easy to use. They replace 
CO2, Powder & Foam with no mess or risk of suffocation and 
cause no damage to engines or electronics. At the last Sea-
work Show the PFE series of extinquishers won the prestig-
ious innovation award. AF

Just released, and now available, is the MK3 version of the Odeo 
flare which uses powerful light instead of pyrotechnics to sig-
nal a distress. The Mk3 offers the same enhanced safety as the 
multi award winning Mk2 which has already proved itself as safe 
and reliable.This new model uses LEDs instead of lasers for even 
more intense brightness, and offers an even longer battery life.

Incidentally it’s sister product, Wet & Forget Shower, takes the 
backache out of cleaning the shower cubicle at home. Simply 
spray the vertical surfaces once a week and it prevents the build 
up of soap scum, grime, mould and mildew. Jenny thinks it’s 
great, we started using it just before Christmas at home and yes 
it also does what it says with no effort at all.

The Mk3 makes the SOS signal 
as defined in Annex 4 of the 
International Regulations for 
the Prevention of Collisions at 
Sea. At the same time it pro-
duces a piercing and attention 
grabbing light throughout the 
full hemisphere, replicating the 
light pattern of a handheld py-
rotechnic flare.
Powered by 3 x AA L91 Lithium 
batteries, the Mk3 has at least 
six hours constant run time on 
one set of batteries which are 
easily replaced for extended 
use. The base cap is also fitted 
with a tripod mount.
The Mk 3 is a safe, lightweight, 
high performance, waterproof 
red LED flare. It is easy to use 
and designed to work in the 
most challenging of environ-
ments, either at sea or on land 
and unlike pyrotechnic flares, 
can be safely carried on aircraft.

• What is the biggest diameter rail the ROKK will attach to?
• How many different base mounting options are available?
• The ROKK has a full 360 degrees of rotation but how many 

degrees of tilt is the ROKK capable of?
Email answers to rockontommy@storrarmarine.co.uk 
First correct answer that we pull out of Andy’s lucky hat will win 
a prize of either a ROKK rail or deck mount c/w appropriate brkt

ENTER OUR FREE ROKK COMPETITION


